




































Programming Form - ARTEX ELT 3000 & ARTEX ELT 3000 Programming Adapter 

Company:_________________________________________________ 

Point of Contact: ___________________________________________ 

Purchase Order Number: _________________Date: ______________  

Please choose ONE of the options below to program your ARTEX ELT 3000.  

ARINC High Speed ARINC Low Speed RS232 

(100 kHz) (12.5 kHz) (9600 Baud Rate) 

Is a programming adapter being used? 

Yes   No 

**Once PA is enabled on ELT 3000, the PA must always be present in the aircraft 
harness or an error message will occur  

MESSAGE OPTIONS (Select One Option) 

Option 1: Aviation User Tail Number Long (user location protocol) 
Tail Number ________________ 
Country____________________ 
Country Code _______________ 

 Short Message (disables GPS capability) 

Option 2: Standard Location ELT Serial Long 
Country____________________ 
Country Code_______________ 

 Short Message (disables GPS capability) 

Option 3: National Location Long (only) 
Country _____________________  
Country Code ________________ 
National serial number__________ 

Option 4: Standard Location ELT 24 Bit Address Long 
Hexadecimal Code_____________________________________________ 
Or Binary Code________________________________________________ 
Or Octal Code ________________________________________________ 

 Short Message (disables GPS capability) 

For additional BEACON 
MESSAGE PROTOCOLS, 
please contact your 
representative. 
Revision A issued February 5, 2016
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Programming Adaptor 453-5078 

PURPOSE 

The Artex programming adaptor is used to program the C406-N in the field. In order to transmit 
information, the Programming Adaptor must be programmed with a unique identification code. 
A Programming Adaptor cannot be shipped from the manufacturer’s facility without a code and 
the code must be selected by the customer on record at the time of purchase. The 
Programming Adaptor is programmed per Cospas-Sarsat International regulations. 

The following pages will help you select the correct protocol for your needs. It contains a 
definition of the types of codes, the options for your specific requirements, and a section of 
frequently asked questions. You will also find the form that needs to be completed in order to 
ship your Programming Adaptor from our factory. 

 

Protocol Definitions: 

 
Aviation User Tail Number Long:  

Used when you know the plane’s tail number to make it more unique to the plane. This 
unit cannot be moved from plane to plane without reprogramming. 

 

Aviation User Tail Number Short:  

Used when you know the plane’s tail number to make it more unique to the plane. This 
unit cannot be moved from plane to plane without reprogramming. This protocol does 
not allow for Navigational Interface. 

 

Serial User Aircraft 24 Bit Address Long: 

Used when you know the registration (Octal code of the Mode S Transponder) of aircraft 
upon which the unit will be installed. This programming would not allow the unit to be 
moved from plane to plane without reprogramming it.  
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Programming Form  

Company:  

Point of Contact:  

Purchase Order Number:  

Date: 

 

Programming Adaptor 

 

Please choose ONE of the options below to program your Programming 
Adaptor.  

 MESSAGE OPTIONS 

 
Option 1: Aviation User Tail Number Long  
Tail Number ________________  
Country__________________  
Country Code ______________ 
      Short Message 

  
Option 2: Standard Location ELT 24 Bit Address Long 
Hexadecimal Code__________________________________________________ 
Or Binary Code______________________________________________  
Or Octal Code _______________________________________________ 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

¾ What is a programming adaptor used for? 
o A programming adaptor is only used for the C406-N series. This is used to 

override the programming on this unit.  
 

¾ What is the difference between the blank programming adaptor and the 
programmed adaptor? 

o A blank programming adaptor is just that, there is no programming on the 
adaptor. The blank programming adaptor will have to be reprogrammed once 
you know the tail number or Hexadecimal Code of the unit. 

o  The programmed adaptor will have either the Hexadecimal Code or tail number 
of the aircraft in which you wish to change the programming of the C406-N.  
 

¾ Can I choose more than one programming option? 
o No. The Programming Adaptor can only retain one programming protocol at a 

time. 
 

¾ Can I reprogram the Programming Adaptor? 
o Only an Artex trained Battery Replacement Center and Authorized Service 

Centers have the capability to reprogram ELT’s. You can find the facility closest 
to you on our website www.acrartex.com 

o  
¾ If I have the tail number and the 24 bit address which one do I use? 

o For long message, this is typically a matter of preference.  Some countries will 
not allow tail number, and will only allow the 24 bit address.  Please contact your 
local aviation authority for regulations. 

o A 24 Bit address runs off of the octal code of the mode S Transponder. The 
customer must provide a Hexadecimal ID with the 24 Bit address. 

o Programming to the 24 Bit address or the tail number depends on what 
information you want transmitted from the ELT.  

 
¾  Can I use binary code to program the adaptor? 

o Yes. A binary code can be translated to a decimal code and then translated from 
decimal code to a Hexadecimal I.D 
 

¾ What is an octal code?  
o The octal code is an 8 digit number that when decoded is the aircraft’s MODE S 

Transponder’s ID.  
 
 

http://www.acrartex.com/
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¾ Can I use an octal code? 
o Yes, you can provide us an octal code. We will then translate that code into the 

hexadecimal code. 
 

¾ Can I use a Hexadecimal code from a different satellite system? 
o We can only use an approved Hexadecimal code generated by Cospas-Sarsat 

International. You can verify your current Hexadecimal code by going 
to www.cospas-sarsat.com, click on Beacon, click on decode Beacon. 

 

Should you need additional information, feel free to contact the Artex representatives below: 

 
Sarah Mohan     Stephanie Mason 
954-862-2109     954-862-2182 
Sarah.Mohan@acrartex.com   Stephanie.Mason@acrartex.com 
 
Our Technical Services Department is also available to assist you at 954-862-2173 or 954-862-
2193 or by emailing artextechsupport@acrartex.com. 
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